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FAA EXPECTATIONS

The purpose of this memo is 
primarily to remind FAA Office of 
Airports staff about their 
responsibilities (as well as the 
responsibilities of airport sponsors) 
in establishing and maintaining clear 
approach and departure surfaces at 
airports. We encourage personnel in 
all Regions and ADOs to relay this 
memorandum to all Federally 
obligated airports and any that are 
certificated under 14 CFR part 139, 
as well as all state aeronautical 
agencies. This memorandum will 
also be available on the FAA's public 
website under Safety, Planning and 
Compliance.
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2015 EXHIBITS



OBSTRUCTION TABLES

SHEET 14 ‐ Runway 16‐34 Departure Surface Obstruction Table

Point# Description Top Elev. In Feet

Approach
Surface Elev.

In Feet

Vertical 
Penetration

In Feet
Surface
H:V Disposition

409 COMMUNICATIO
N TOWER

206.82 322 ‐115 40:1 Remains in place

410 TREE** 293.82 298 ‐5 40:1 2018 CIP Tree Removal Project

411 TREE* 304.17 299 5 40:1 2018 CIP Tree Removal Project

412 TREE* 309.21 299 10 40:1 2018 CIP Tree Removal Project

413 TREE** 287.34 296 ‐9 40:1 2018 CIP Tree Removal Project

414 TREE*** 273.84 294 ‐20 40:1 Remains in place

415 TREE** 277.89 293 ‐15 40:1 Remains in place

Notes:
*The highest measured object/obstruction within a group.
** Object below surfaces at time of AGIS, which may grow and encroach on surface by logging window.
***The project will not remove trees more than 15 feet below the imaginary surfaces as part of this project.
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OBJECTIVES

With obstruction tables going to the FAA as part of the 
Airport Master Plan, the City chose to proactively 
develop an action plan that addresses obstructions 
delineated in the AGIS and Master Plan Tables before the 
FAA takes action to discontinue our approach and 
departure procedures.

City is striving to demonstrate to the FAA that we are a 
conscientious Sponsor interested in maintaining the 
airport and resolving obstruction issues.

City wishes to ensure pilot safety.

City hopes to work with property owners to resolve 
concerns and answer questions in a discerning and timely 
manner.



PROJECT TIMELINE



Topographic survey of the ground beneath the air space.

Calculate surfaces over individual lots.

Assess avigation values and market values.



The City will 
provide each 
property owner 
with an exhibit 
for his or her 
individual lot 
with the 
easement 
documentation. 



WHAT HAPPENS TO THE TREES?

The project is in the preliminary planning stages. The City does 
not currently have a tree removal plan.

Whenever possible, the City will try to accommodate individual 
lot owner requests.

There will be an environmental assessment, which could require 
18 to 24 months.

The project will have an arborist to access removal options per 
species for the health of the remaining trees.

When possible, the City would like to see the trees used for 
habitat restoration (i.e. fish habitat).



QUESTIONS


